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Abstract—Outpatient scheduling is considered as a complex
problem. Efficient solutions to this problem are required by many
health care facilities. This paper proposes an efficient approach
to outpatient scheduling by specifying a bidding method and
converting it to a group role assignment problem. The proposed
approach is validated by conducting simulations and experiments
with randomly generated patient requests for available time slots.
The major contribution of this paper is an efficient outpatient
scheduling approach making automatic outpatient scheduling
practical. The exciting result is due to the consideration of outpa-
tient scheduling as a collaborative activity and the creation of a
qualification matrix in order to apply the group role assignment
algorithm.

Note to Practitioners—As the “Age Wave” approaches, health
care facilities are becoming relatively scarce worldwide compared
with what are demanded. The varying availability, requirements,
and preferences of both facilities and outpatients make the
problem of scheduling outpatient appointments on health care
facilities extremely challenging. Traditional manually operated
scheduling systems based on phone calls are out of date although
they are still widely used due to lack of new effective scheduling
systems. To solve such a problem requires an efficient Web-based
system to schedule the appointments instantly. The proposed
approach provides a technical foundation for efficient Web-based
scheduling systems, which can be applied directly to not only
outpatient scheduling in the health care sector, but also in some
other real-world scheduling applications.

Index Terms—Agents, outpatient scheduling, role assignment,
roles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I N HEALTH CARE management, some facilities, such
as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanning or com-

puted tomography (CT) scanning, are expensive and critical
for certain disease diagnoses [2], [19]. Normally, expensive
facilities must be prescheduled for unanticipated requirements
of inpatients. Sometime later, prescheduled time slots may
become available for outpatients to use. At the same time,
outpatients may have different requests for the appointments
and some appointments may not be available for some time
slots, i.e., there are different constraints in assigning available
time slots of an expensive device to available patients.
Therefore, instant rescheduling is required at such a mo-

ment in terms of volume and urgency. Because the problem
of efficient scheduling of patient appointments on expensive
resources is complex and dynamic, it must be solved with an
efficient system to reschedule the appointments to avoid wastes
and make full use of the expensive and critical facilities, i.e.,
the objective of outpatient scheduling is to find an appointment
system for which a particular measure of performance is op-
timized in a clinical environment—an application of resource
scheduling under uncertainty [2].
In role-based collaboration (RBC) [23], group role as-

signment (GRA) [27] is a complex problem for which the
exhaustive-search based algorithm has exponential complexity.
An efficient algorithm for GRA has been developed based on
the Hungarian algorithm, also called Kuhn-Munkres (K-M)
algorithm [11], [14]. It is of polynomial complexity. This work
builds a system that transfers outpatient scheduling into a GRA
problem.

II. RELATED WORK

It is well accepted that scheduling problems in health care ser-
vices are important and complex. Much research is conducted in
the fields of operational research and industrial engineering [2],
[5]. However, very few attempts have been made to solve them
through the development of practical systems. Cayirli and Veral
[2] present general problem formulation andmodeling consider-
ations for effective scheduling systems, and provide taxonomy
of methodologies used in previous literature. Godin and Wang
[5] propose to allocate available diagnostic services timeslots
to outpatients through an iterative bidding procedure which is a
trigger to the idea of call-for-collaboration (CFC) in this paper.
Gul et al. [6] compare several heuristics for scheduling an out-
patient procedure center with respect to the competing criteria
of expected patient waiting time and overtime. Guo et al. [7]
present a simulation framework for the evaluation and optimiza-
tion of scheduling rules. Gupta and Denton [8] state that many
factors affect the performance of such systems including arrival
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TABLE I
AN EXAMPLE OF A TWO-WEEK SCHEDULE

and service time variability, patient and provider preferences,
available information technology and the experience level of the
scheduling staff. Kaandorp and Koole [10] model the outpatient
appointment scheduling problem, and present a method to ob-
tain optimal outpatient schedules in case of a finite number of
possible arrivals. They do not mention the efficiency of their
algorithms. Liu et al. [13] develop a framework and propose
heuristic dynamic policies for scheduling patient appointments
by considering that patients may cancel or not show up for their
appointments. Patrick and Puterman [16] analyze the CT op-
erations at Vancouver General Hospital, Canada and state that
inpatient demands are fluctuating and the outpatients have dif-
ferent priorities [2]. Our example is established based on this
work [16]. Santibáñez et al. [19] develop a mixed integer pro-
gramming model to schedule surgical blocks for each specialty
into operating rooms and applied it to the hospitals in British
Columbia Health Authority, considering operating room time
availability and postsurgical resource constraints. Vermeulen et
al. [20] present an adaptive approach to automatic optimization
of resource calendars. The allocation of capacity to different pa-
tient groups is flexible and adaptive to the current and expected
future situation.

III. A REAL-WORLD OUTPATIENT SCHEDULING PROBLEM

The MRI lab of a hospital has a future two-week schedule
from Monday to Friday. Because some preoccupied slots are
released by inpatients, the newly available hours (slots) are pre-
sented as the shaded cells in Table I. Note that the preoccupied
slots cannot be freed earlier than a period of time, e.g., two
weeks, because the slots must be prepared for the inpatients.
Hence, a two-week schedule is usually adopted.
Now, only one work day is left before the new schedule. The

administration hopes to use as many unoccupied slots as pos-
sible. The question is how to assign the available slots to the
most needed outpatients and instantly informs the outpatients
the new scheduled time slots.
Conventionally, outpatient records in a database tell some

outpatients’ prefilled requirements and availability in choosing
adjacent time slots (also called requested bundles of time slots,
or simply, requested bundles). Those outpatients who can come

TABLE II
SYMBOLS USED IN THIS PAPER

to fill newly available slots in Table I are shown in Table III.
Based on such a table, an outpatient scheduling problem is
modeled as an optimization problem and proved as an NP-hard
problem [5]. To formalize the questions in this paper, we use
the symbols in Table II.
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TABLE III
AVAILABILITIES AND PREFERENCES OF OUTPATIENTS

TABLE IV
AVAILABLE TIME SLOTS (34)

If each outpatient requires one bundle of time slots and we do
not consider the preferences of patients among requested bun-
dles, the problem can be formalized as [5]

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

where constraint (2) ensures that each outpatient can be assigned
at most one requested bundle of timeslots; (3) ensures that each
time slot is assigned to only one patient; (4) ensures that the
assigned bundle is requested by the patient; and (5) is a 0–1
constraint. Note that in (3) is read as “sum for all that
contains .”
To solve the problem described in (1)–(5), the available time

slots are numbered from 0–33 (Table IV), outpatients are num-
bered from 0–5, and their availability is transferred to Table V.
By using IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio V12.2

(ILOG), the problem is solved (Table VI) in 130 ms with
the objective as 26 (Section V of the multimedia document).
Experiments assert that such modeling could only work for
relatively small size outpatient scheduling problems [5].

TABLE V
AVAILABILITIES AND PREFERENCES OF OUTPATIENTS

TABLE VI
ASSIGNED TIME SLOTS (NAMED SLOTS)

IV. COLLABORATIVE OUTPATIENT SCHEDULING—
OUR STRATEGY

In fact, outpatient scheduling is dynamic. Available time
slots, the outpatients’ availability and preference are changing.
The information in Table III may not reflect the current states
of all the outpatients. The model in (1)–(5) does not consider
the preferences of outpatients.
In our strategy, the outpatient scheduling problem is con-

sidered as a collaborative action, i.e., the patients are collabo-
rating on this scheduling work. The operation scenario is that,
upon a change in the available time slots, the facility office or
clinic sends out a CFC message by e-mails or calls to all the
already registered (scheduled or not yet scheduled) outpatients,
and some or all of them respond to the CFC message by bidding
for bundles of time slots. The scheduling algorithm then makes
optimal rescheduling based on their responses.
We assume that the time unit is in slot, and each outpatient has

a priority value assigned by his/her doctor. The priority values
of outpatients are taken as one indicator to express the ranking
and competence on a time slot among outpatients. In this way,
if a bundle of two time slots is assigned to a patient who has a
priority value of 3, we collect 3 2 into the sum of the priority
values on the assigned time slots.
Then, the outpatient scheduling system is designed to find an

assignment scheme for all patients such that the sum of priority
values on the assigned slots is maximized and their preferences
are satisfied.
We assume that the bidding patients may have their original

appointments when CFC is initiated, and they will contribute
available slots when they are rescheduled. CFC is a process that
is initiated manually or automatically according to a schedule or
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TABLE VII
THE AVAILABLE TIME BLOCKS (10) FOR TABLE I

newly available information, such as, time slots become avail-
able and it is needed to reschedule. It ends when the iteration
of rescheduling is done. The system process is described as fol-
lows, where is a new set of available time slots after
one iteration of rescheduling, expresses that no new
slot is allocated in the rescheduling process.

CallForCollaboration Process:

Input:

Output:

Repeat

Step 1: Receive: , and ;

Until (time is due).

Repeat

Step 2: Rescheduling ;

Until ;

Send out or post new schedules ;

Rescheduling Process:

Input:

Output: and .

Step 1: Maximize while their preferences are satisfied;

Step 2: Form and return and .

To decrease the search space in the rescheduling process, we
propose to introduce some restrictions in a bidding process.
1) Each round of CFC considers a group of continuous time
slots as a whole, called time slot block or simply block with
a size attached (i.e., the number of continuous time slots).
Now, we obtain a set of available blocks . A size vector

is introduced, where
expresses the size of block .

2) Patients may choose some from these blocks (see
Table VII, the available blocks have different number
of slots) and specify how many slots they require. A
size vector, is introduced, where
expresses the requested size of the requested block by
patient .

3) The sequence of the outpatients’ choices shows their pref-
erences.

4) A patient is allocated at most one block with the requested
size.

As for the problem in Table I, we may redraw it shown as in
Table VII. Now, the problem can be respecified. We introduce a
function , where is the power set of ,
as a preference scale to evaluate the relative preference among
different patients and requested bundles, i.e.,

;
otherwise

(6)

is introduced to evaluate the matching scales of the
request, i.e.,

(7)
For example, suppose that other conditions are the same. If

patient bids for the third choice in five choices
; and patient bids for the second in three choices

, we prefer the latter, i.e., , because
. If patient requests three slots in a five-slot

block , i.e., , , and patient requests four
slots in the same block , , we prefer , because

.
With this adjustment, the outpatient scheduling problem be-

comes to find an assignment scheme for all patients such that
is maximized; all patient preferences are best satisfied; and

all patient requests are best matched.
It can be reformalized as a three-objective optimization

problem

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

where (11) ensures that any outpatient can only obtain one from
the available time blocks; (12) ensures that if a timeslot block
is assigned to an outpatient, it must belong to the block set the
outpatient has requested; constraint (13) tells that each block
can be allocated to more than one patient, however, the total
requested sizes of the assigned patients should not be larger than
the size of the original block; and (14) is a 0–1 constraint. It is
evident that the bundle requirement is removed and therefore
the problem is simplified.
Note that this is a typical multiobjective optimization

problem to which a simple solution is weighted sum [16]. How-
ever, it is still time-consuming based on the model (6)–(14).
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TABLE VIII
AN EXAMPLE FOR OUTPATIENT SCHEDULING

TABLE IX
ASSIGNED TIME SLOTS

For example, a random case ( ) cost 54 minutes to be
solved by a weighted sum method by using ILOG (The Model
and Data I in Section VI of the multimedia document).
Table VIII is the assumed information collected by one round

of CFC similar to the requests from Table V. It is assumed that
the responses to CFC are for the available blocks from 0 to 9.
The blocks originally assigned to the 6 responded patients are
10–15. Please note that it is not hard to collect the information
shown in Table VIII. For example, a group e-mail can be sent
out to all the outpatients. The interested ones can click on a
link provided by the e-mail to provide their preferences among
the available blocks. The priority values are found based on the
electronic documents of outpatients in the health care office. So
are the original appointments.
To solve the problem expressed by formula (6)–(14) effi-

ciently, the GRA algorithm must be iteratively called because
it can only assign one available block to each patient in each it-
eration, i.e., it can only solve the problem by replacing (13) with
(15)

(15)

After each GRA assignment, some available blocks may be
still available for those outpatients who have not yet scheduled.
We needmore GRA processes until no available time slot blocks
cover the requests of outpatients. This iteration may affect the
global optimization as described by formula (6)–(14), but leads
to an efficient solution. That the three optimization goals are

synthesized to form one goal is another factor to affect the op-
timal solution. Note that, the major idea is to transfer some con-
straints to numbers in order to apply the optimization algorithm.
We admit that not all the constraints can be transferred to proper
numbers, but there are indeed some constraints that can be pro-
cessed this way.

V. GROUP ROLE ASSIGNMENT

By E-CARGO [23]–[27], we mean Environments, Classes,
Agents, Roles, Groups, and Objects. To deal with the role as-
signment problems, we emphasize a role set denoted by and
an agent set denoted by . Agents in are numbered as 0, 1,
, and ; and roles in are numbered as 0,

1, , and .
Definition 1: A role range vector is a vector of the lower

ranges of roles denoted as .
Definition 2: A qualification matrix is defined as

, where, expresses the qualification value of
agent for role .
The improvement of the efficiency of the algorithm for the

outpatient scheduling problemmainly comes from the formation
of the matrix.
Definition 3: A role assignment matrix is defined as

. If , agent is assigned to role and
otherwise . Note that T

also expresses a group.
Definition 4: A group qualification is defined as the sum of

the assigned agents’ qualifications, i.e.,
.

Definition 5: A role is workable if it is assigned enough
agents to play it, i.e., [23]–[27].
Definition 6: A group expressed by is workable if all its

roles are workable.
Definition 7: The group role assignment (GRA) problem. is to

find an assignment matrix that makes the group qualification
the largest, i.e.,

VI. FROM THE OUTPATIENT PROBLEM TO THE

GROUP ROLE ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM

In terms of GRA, we consider patients as roles and time slot
blocks as agents. This consideration is explained next.
Definition 8: An original agent vector is an -vector of

the original agent assigned for a role, i.e., , where
means the agent originally assigned to role .

We use to express the set formed by the elements
of vector . If , we say that roles
and are competing on agents (blocks) expressed by

. We keep other symbols as described in Sections III
and IV.
In solving the outpatient scheduling problem, the most im-

portant step is to build an appropriate to reflect the values
required in the assignment process. The vectors and and
functions and can be used to form with the following for-
mula :

(16)
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Fig. 1. The matrix for Table VIII.

where

(17)

(18)

Note that, tells that time slot blocks (agents) are
only qualified for the requested roles (patients), i.e., it is to pre-
vent the situation that an agent (time slot block) is assigned a
role (patient) who is not willing to accept; considers the
size of the assigned blocks to patient and note that we do not
use directly in order to keep ; in
(6) ensures that if two available blocks are patient ’s choices,
the block with a better preference is assigned, and that if two
patients are competing for one time block, the patients’ prefer-
ences are serialized and in (7) expresses that a time block
(agent) has higher qualification if its size fits the time block size
better.
From Table VIII, , ,

, , ,
and . For example,

.
By synthesizing all the above data, we get a qualification ma-

trix shown in Fig. 1.
Now, is the set of blocks available at the time of CFC;
is the set of patients who have responded to CFC; and
is an matrix obtained by formula (16)–(18). Then,

the outpatient scheduling problem is, in fact, becoming a GRA
problem to find an assignment matrix to

(19)

(20)

(21)

In E-CARGO, that one agent can only play one role in
GRA directly follows formula (20). In fact, we can even
loosen the restriction in GRA, i.e., remove the requirement of

, because it is acceptable

Fig. 2. The assignment matrix .

for some bidding outpatients to obtain no block in one round
of CFC.
Based on the GRA algorithm, we can obtain matrix shown

as in Fig. 2 for the matrix in Fig. 1.
Let in . We

obtain as 26. We can translate the matrix in Fig. 2 to a list
of assignment tuples as the scheduling result of the 1st round
CFC (named slots in Table VIII).
Combined with the original agent (time slot block) vector
, the new list of available time slot blocks becomes (shaded

blocks Table X). Because all the patients are scheduled, no more
iteration of GRA is required. The above list can be used for
the 2nd round of CFC. Note that block 10 is formed by com-
bining two original appointments, i.e., (slots 8–9 and slot 10 of
Thursday in the third week).

VII. THE ALGORITHM AND COMPLEXITY

The complexity of the efficient GRA algorithm is polyno-
mial [27]. If we transfer the outpatient scheduling problem
into the GRA problem, the outpatient scheduling problem is
solved in polynomial time. The following algorithm Outpa-
tientRescheduling mainly describes the preprocess, the use of
the GRA algorithm, and the post-process.
Note: the following algorithm is described in a Java-like lan-

guage; “ ” means to check if a is equivalent to b and
“ ” is to assign the value of b to a.
Input:
: A set of outpatients’ bidding , where x is the

identification of the outpatient; y: the priority value of the out-
patient; Z is the list of the bids of time slot blocks of the out-
patient, where the position of a block in the list expresses the
patient’s preference; u is the size of the requested block; and v
is the original time slot block of the outpatient.

: A set of the available time slot blocks expressed as
, where is the starting slot number; is size

of the block; is the day number of the week; and is the
number of the week.
Output:
: A list of tuples where means a patient and means

a time slot block.
: a new set of available time slot blocks.

OutpatientRescheduling

;

;
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while ( and );

{ Step 1:

Transfer into a list , where ;
;

Step 2:

Transfer into 4 lists P, W, C, and V, i.e.,
, , ,

;

Step 3: Note that h, g, Q, , and are all matrices
corresponding to formula (6), (7), (16)(18).

;

for {

if ( ;

else ;

if ;

else ;

;

:=index of in ;

;

;

}

Step 4: Note T is an matrix.

Initialize the assignment matrix T with {0};

Call RatedAssignForOutpatients(Q, T, , );

Step 5: Form the new list of appointments in
and adjust the available time

slot blocks.

Initialize with ;

for

if {

;

if ;

else { ;

; } }

Step 6:

Keep the unscheduled patients the original
appointments.

;

for

if {

;

;

; }

Step 7:

Form the new set of available time slot blocks.

;

for

if ( ;

for

if ;

;

;

};

if every patient gets an assignment;

else some patients have no assignments;

}//End of OutpatientRescheduling

The algorithm RatedAssignForOutpatients is described as
follows.

Input: Q: an rated qualification matrix.

Output: T: an assignment matrix.

RatedAssignForOutpatients(Q, T, , )

{Step 1: ;

Transfer the matrix Q to a matrix M [29];

Step 2: K-M (M); //Call the K-M algorithm;

Step 3: Form the assignment matrix T based on the result of
K-M (M);

Step 4: return T;

}
Note that, in the above algorithm, the requirement of

in the RatedAssign
algorithm is removed, because it is acceptable for some bidding
outpatients to obtain no block in one round of CFC.

Theorem 1: AlgorithmRatedAssignForOutpatients has the
complexity of .

Proof:
Step 1 has the complexity of .
Step 2 (K-M algorithm) has [11], [14].
Step 3 has .
Step 4 has .

Therefore, the total complexity is .
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TABLE X
NEW AVAILABLE TIME SLOTS

Theorem 2: Algorithm OutpatientRescheduling has the
complexity between (the best case) and (the
worst case), where and .

Proof: Based on Theorem 1, Step 4 has the complexity of
.

Step 1 has .
Step 2 has .
Step 3 has .
Step 4 has .
Step 5 has .
Step 6 has .

Therefore, The total complexity inside the do loop is .
As for the while loop, the complexity is mainly determined

by three factors besides and :
1) the original appointments brought in by the bidding outpa-
tients;

2) the conflict bidding for the same blocks;
3) the requested blocks from patients.
The worst situation is that the number of the do loops is

, i.e., all the patients are bidding for the same block
that is large enough for all the patients, and each do loop satisfies
one patient within this block.
The best is within one loop:
1) All the patients bid for different blocks and are satisfied in
one loop; or

2) All the blocks are assigned to patients in one loop.
In summary, the complexity of algorithm Outpatien-

tRescheduling is between and .

VIII. VERIFICATIONS AND COMPARISONS

To verify the proposed approach, we conducted simulations,
performance experimentations, and performance comparisons.
The simulations show that the optimality is satisfied. The times
used by the proposed algorithm for some random problems are
from 0.44 milliseconds (ms) to 2 ms compared with that of
ILOG from 280 ms to more than 20 min. The performance ex-
periments show that the time used for large groups ( ,

) is practical, i.e., at most 6.6 s and in average 4.16
s. All the results are included in the supplemental multimedia
document.

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper contributes an efficient approach to outpatient
scheduling by a special treatment for collecting patients’
choices from available time slots. An exciting future task will
be to generalize the proposed approach and to find a way to
transform as many constraints as possible into a qualification
matrix of GRA. If all the constraints of a general scheduling
problem can be transformed into a qualification matrix of GRA
in polynomial time, such a general scheduling problem will be
solved within polynomial time. Such idea may be extended to
other scheduling problems [1], [3], [12], [15], [19].
More interest future tasks include: 1) to implement an online

service system in real health care environments; 2) to find out an
algorithm if functions and are correlated; 3) to investigate if
the abnormality in Figs. 3 and 4 of the supplement document is
a determined phenomenon; 4) to introduce heuristics in solving
such assignment problems; and 5) to conduct empirical studies
on the proposed approach of CFC.
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